SYNTAX
This is a complicated example. The shalls will be right if it
appears that each jvW/-clause is equivalent to a conditional
protasis. We may show it by starting at the end as with the
house that Jack built and constructing the sentence back-
wards, subordinating by stages, and changing will to shall as
the protases come in; it will be allowed that until means to
the time when, and that when may be resolved into if ever.
Thus we get: a. One will know. b. None will be a member
of the legislature unless one shall know. c. It will distil to
the time if ever none shall be a member unless one shall
know.
Think what I will about them, I must take them for politeness' sake.—
R. G. white.
Although think what I will is an indefinite relative clause,
.meaning practically whatever I think, will here is right, the
strict sense being whatever I choose to think. Indeed the
time of think is probably not, at any rate need not be, future
at all; compare Think what I will, I do not tell my thoughts
We now give
Bule 7.    Conditional protasis and Indefinite Clauses
In the protasis or ^-clause of conditional sentences Sh. may
be used with all persons. Generally neither Sh. nor W. is
,used. W. is only used (i) when the full meaning of wish is
intended ; it may then be used with all persons ; (2) when the
protasis is elliptically expressed; W. may then be necessary
with the second and third persons; (3) when the ^/-clause is
not a real conditional protasis; there is then no reason for Sh.
with second and third persons. Indefinite clauses of similar
character follow the same rules.
A few right but exceptional, and some wrong subordinate
clauses may now be added.
Examples of Sh. and W. in Subordinate Clauses.
Right.
As an opiate, or spirituous liquors, shall suspend the operation of grief
...—burke*

